
Atlassian Confluence
Confluence is a collaboration software program developed and published by Australian software company Atlassian.

Topics associated with Confluence

 503 Service Unavailable Error displayed in Apache Reverse Proxy environment — If you see 503 Service Unavailable Error in Apache Reverse 
Proxy Environment with the perfect settings, it might be something associated with server security - it can be solved by /usr/sbin/setsebool

 [Resolved] Error occurred during template rendering on confluence 8.5.3 — My confluence 8.5.3 makes  after upgrading template rendering error
from 8.0.4 - previously it worked normally on 8.0.4. v8.0.4 is always triggering error - ThreadLocalCache is not initialised. Could not retrieve value 
for key GLOBAL_SETTINGS

 Add a Jira Kanban board to Confluence — Jira Kanban board is super useful tool to manage tasks efficiently. The similar tool popular on internet 
might be Trello, but its concept may also similar to Kanban if you take a look in detail.

 Broken Access Control Vulnerability in Confluence Server (Oct 2023) — Atlassian is aware of a problem that a few customers have reported. 
Attackers from outside the company may have used a previously unknown flaw in publicly accessible Confluence Data Center and Server 
instances to make fake Confluence administrator accounts and get into Confluence instances.

 Change port number for collaborative editing — If you need to change the port number for collaborative editing of Confluence, you need to add 
following line on <confluence home directory>/bin/setenv.sh

 Combine Google AdSense with Confluence — If you want to add AdSense to your confluence, that is super easy by adding AdSense scripts at 
Settings  General configuration  Custom HTML

 Force links to open in a new tab or window on Confluence — By default, all links are opened in the same window on confluence. In order to open 
that link in new tab or window, we can open it by CTRL+Click Link on new tab or window.

 Hide the Space Tools menu for Anonymous Users in Confluence — When you want to hide some menu for anonymous users, Custom HTML is 
useful.

 How do I check confluence java settings on Centos 7? — If you want to check your java settings on Centos 7, you can simply check by "ps" 
command.

 How to solve when Confluence editor page loading takes too long? — I am running multiple Tomcat instances for confluence, and faced that 
confluence page loading takes too long. In addition, my server suddenly faced huge amount of CPU consumption including memory.

 Integrate Jira and Confluence together — Jira project chart like Kanban can be easily embedded on Confluence, Please take a look following 
steps.

 Limit access permission to Confluence by IP address — I wanted to setup a confluence for me and some limited organization, but confluence 
does not have that feature at the moment, and I was able to make it by modifying server.xml.

 My confluence server has no response without any errors — If you found that your server shows "Proxy Error" - "Error reading remote server", it 
might be associated with the system resources or settings.

 Page break on confluence content — In case that you need a page break between para graphs, you will need to add following HTML tags
 Recover/Reset confluence on the existing CentOS server when you have the backup(zip) file — Confluence is installed at /opt/atlassian

/confluence in CentOS environment, and the home directory is usally installed at /var/atlassian/application-data/confluence that is known as home 
directory. To reset confluence, what you should do is simply ereasing home directory. If your server accidentally does not work but the daily 
backup data is available, you can simple recover it by erasing the home directory.
Restart confluence on Centos 7

 Restart server daemon by checking dead processes in PHP — PHP is a good language to manage remote/local server. Below code shows how 
to restart daemons like httpd, mysqld, Confluence and Jira by PHP.
Restrict the ability to export a Space in Confluence
robots.txt for confluence for SEO(Search Engine Optimization)
Stylesheet for exporting PDF

 Uninstall confluence standard in CentOS 7 — Unfortunately, confluence package does not provide uninstaller, so you need to erase all 
associated files and settings manually.
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